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Coding Conventions

Jan Steinman

Assembly language programming requires a special sort of discipline, especially if others will be modifying your code. The practical advice offered below will help make the process easier.

So you have your Motorola reference manual, a shiny new machine, and you’re tired of running games written in BASIC. What happens next? If you’re reading this, you probably aren’t the sort of person who is content with the canned programs on the market, and you probably get a big kick out of writing programs that run as efficiently as possible. The answer is, of course, assembly code. But before jumping into coding tricks, let’s think a bit about what makes good assembly code.

Practices Make Perfect

Assembly coding practices are ways of dealing with the problem, and the MC68000 fosters a certain style of coding practice. I will present a number of ideas about good coding style, but it is up to you to come up with a set of standards you can live with. It really helps to be consistent, as you will appreciate when you first look through you own “pre-standards” code after adopting some standards.

Modular design is the best way to manage assembly coding projects. Due to its inherently unstructured nature, assembly code often wanders about through branches and jumps, in what is known as “spaghetti code,” which is a maintenance nightmare!

Good modular design requires short code sequences that perform a single function in each sequence. Such “modules” should generally be less than one page in length. Also important is having a single entry point and a single exit point, although this is not a firm rule.
Once you have decided to use modular design, a form of structured commentary called the *module specification* is important. It can vary widely in content, but should include, as a minimum:

- a brief statement of the purpose of the module;
- the conditions that need to be set up before the module is entered;
- the conditions produced as a result of the execution of the module;
- side effects, such as register usage, global variables affected, amount of stack needed and so on.

Also desirable, especially for multiuser projects and for modifying existing code, are:

- a revision log, giving the modifier’s name, the date modified and a brief description of the changes made;
- a list of global or external references;
- a list of callers of this routine and routines called;
- exceptional termination conditions and the results they produce;
- box drawings of key data structures;
- pseudo-code description of module’s operation.

Figure 11.1 shows a template that might be used for a module specification.

```
**** Dingolawite  **************************************
* This module performs certain functions that should be described in this paragraph, but since this is only a template, it can't really, now, can it? *

Entry:  a0  -- pointer to part of the input data.
        a1  -- pointer to some other part of the input data.
        d0  -- flag used to signal alternate functions.

Exit:   a2  -- pointer to the output data generated.

Uses:   d1  -- intermediate results.
         d2  -- mask for MB.

Stack:  requires 65 bytes.

Globals: none used.

Called: Init, system startup code.
        Exit, system exit code.
        Fuschobloser, mutually recursive call.

Calls: Fuschobloser routine to obtain Brailo’s constant.

Log:
* 660703 jans: Initial entry.
* 660705 jans: Massive revisions refurbishing the Fuschobloser section.
* 660706 jans: Undid stupid changes done in haste by jans.

****
```

**Figure 11.1 A module specification template.**
Non-specification commentary is extremely important, and the care with which it is written has a direct impact on the understandability of the code. A comment per line, plus one or more comment lines per block of "difficult" code, is recommended. The most easily understood comments read like a story, sort of a running commentary on what the code is doing. "Useless" comments are those that merely put the assembly code into words—INCREMENT D0 and MOVE A4 INTO A6, for example.

I spend nearly as much time on the commentary as I do on the code, but find that it takes nearly twice as long to make use of previously written code that has poor commentary. If you ever plan to reuse your old code, the time spent producing good commentary is free!

Why Do I Need Standards?

Writing assembly code that is both fast and maintainable seems an impossible task. There are historical reasons why assembly code has lacked standards. Many crack assembly coders, often treated with reverence usually reserved for movie stars and sports heroes, consider "fast" and "maintainable" to be contradictory, and cite their expertise as justification for producing "write-only" (unreadable) code. Writing maintainable code has traditionally been seen as an impediment to job security. ("If you can write your way into a job, why write yourself out of one?" as someone once said.) This argument loses, however, when an exciting new project comes along and the maintainer isn't available because no one will take over maintenance of his code.

For hobbyists, the "standards problem" is even more prevalent. Small operating systems found on today's affordable 68000-based systems lack facilities for code revision control, and few hobbyists can afford hard disks. These limitations have led to poor documentation and little commentary, as hobbyists try to squeeze every last byte out of their systems. This practice is often regretted when bugs are discovered or improvements are desired.

The use of coding standards is every bit as important as the actual code written. Such standards foster communication of the intent of the code—not only to other users but to the author—and subsequently speed coding and reduce the occurrence of bugs and design flaws.

Different Styles for Different Applications

After you decide on a project, decompose it down into modules and set the standards to use, the next step is to examine the needs of the application for things that will impact coding style. Is the code going in ROM? Will it be used on a multitasking system? Will it be used recursively? Will it need to work at different locations?

The Commodore Amiga, for example, will run your code at an arbitrary location that is different each time you run the program. A position-independent program will load much faster in such an environment. Code that is reentrant can be shared among different tasks, or be called recursively. Code in ROM must pay attention to separating initialized data from data in RAM, and usually must be kept as small as possible.
Declaration of Position Independence

Position-independent (PI) code can be loaded and run without modification at any arbitrary location in memory. Such code is desirable in systems that do not have memory management hardware. Such systems often have relocating loaders, which take non-PI code and sum an offset into all the addresses found in the code. Although adjusting the addresses is generally not very time-consuming, avoiding the relocation process entirely often speeds program loading.

Of course, if you are at all interested in assembly coding, it is probably because of speed or space limitations. Here’s a nice bonus: PI code is often both faster and smaller than non-PI code, especially if the target data has an address that cannot be expressed as a simple displacement—that is, at absolute addresses less than 8000 hex. Figure 11.2 offers a comparison of PI and non-PI data accesses.

It is when data needs to be written that PI code incurs overhead. PC-relative addressing is not allowed as a destination operand on the 68000. One way to overcome this problem is to use an extra LEA instruction to resolve the destination address before it is written. However, writing a PC-relative location in this manner produces non-reentrant code. The optimal solution is closely related to reentrancy issues.

Reentrant Modules Can Be Shared

In multitasking systems, it is often desirable to have a single copy of code that can be used by different tasks. Library routines are often sharable among tasks, and such things as display format and graphics routines need only have a single copy of the code in memory. Multiuser systems have an even greater need for sharable code; if each of 50 users on a Unix minicomputer needed a separate copy of the shell in memory, it would quickly run out of memory!

```
CharTab.DC.B '0123456789ABCDEF'

* Position independent indexed data references use PC relative addressing.

   move.l CharTab(pc,d0),lsl1+      4 bytes, 10 clocks

* If "CharTab" is in the first 32K, register relative with displacement
  addressing is slightly faster.

   move.l CharTab(d0,ia0)+         4 bytes, 16 clocks

* If "CharTab" has an address greater than 5FFF, register relative cannot be
  used. Two instructions and a scratch register are needed. Addresses over
  5FFF incur even more overhead.

   ldl CharTab,al
   move.l (al,d5),(al)+           4 bytes, 4 clocks
   CharTab>5FFF
   move.l (5FFF,al)+            4 bytes, 12 clocks
   Total                           4-12 bytes, 24-30 clocks
```

FIGURE 11.2 Comparison of PC-relative indexed and absolute indexed.
Reentrant-capable code does not change in any way as a result of being executed. This behavior ensures that the code in one task can be interrupted, a second task can completely execute the same code and the first task can then resume execution of the interrupted code without ill effect.

The key to writing reentrant code is to avoid modifying persistent data. That means that global variables are out, that all parameters must be passed on the stack and that local variables must be written in a way that keeps them from getting clobbered if the module is reentered.

The typical way to provide reentrant-capable writable storage is to allocate it on the processor stack, a procedure that has the side benefit of producing position-independent code. This results in smaller load modules than when large, static buffers are used, and the code is inherently ROMable because all writable storage is segregated from constants and program code. An often-overlooked benefit is that writing reentrant-capable code tends to produce structured, modular code because the programmer cannot arbitrarily access data in other modules.

Motorola knew programmers would want to write reentrant code and included the LINK and UNLK instructions for that purpose. To use these instructions, you have to know how much room you’ll need for your writable data. It is a good idea to use a EQU directive so that changes will only have to be made in one place. Note that the size used in the LINK instruction must be negative, or previously written stack data will get destroyed.

The LINK instruction is then used with a register and the size needed. The register used will then be the base of the local storage area, or the frame pointer. Indices or offsets from the frame pointer now refer to your local data area, which can be written and read in a position-independent manner. The frame pointer will eventually be needed by the UNLK instruction, so don’t change its value unless you can get it back when needed. Figure 11.3 shows an example of using the LINK and UNLK instructions to create local storage and subsequent use of the storage.

Reentrant-capable code does have a few disadvantages. When speed is more important than reusability, the overhead of the LINK and UNLK instructions can be saved and an extra register that would normally be used for the frame pointer is available. Local variables that are used only once are expensive in reentrant-capable code, and it is a bit harder to write. But unless speed is the overriding issue, it is good practice to write reentrant-capable code whenever possible.

Recursion in Assembly Code

Writing recursive assembly code routines is not nearly as hard as it seems. Recursion is nothing but a special case of reentry. If you don’t actually need reentrant-capable code because of reasons cited earlier, the rules are different when writing recursive code. For one thing, you know exactly where the code will be "interrupted"—namely, at the recursive call. If you’re taking the trouble to write recursive assembly code, you probably don’t want the overhead of saving and restoring all the processor registers at each recursive
* For position-independent, writable storage, use the LINK and UNLK
* instructions to allocate space on the stack. Then use register
* relative addressing to access the storage. A6 is traditionally used
* for this purpose.

```
Chartab DC.B '0123456789ABCDEF'
TABSIZE EQU *-Chartab
STR EQU 0 First local variable, string.
INT EQU STR+TABSIZE of proper size for Chartab. Second var
CHAR EQU INT+4 is an integer. Third local variable
SHORT EQU CHAR+1 is a character. Fourth local variable
LOCAL1 EQU SHORT+2 is 16 bits.
```

Module1 link a6,#-LOCAL1 Create local storage area for Module1.

```
move.w #TABSIZE-1,60 Get the size of the source
```

```
data, move.b Chartab(pc,60),a6,60 move it using PC relative,
dbits 60,loop1 until it's all gone.
```

```
move.b STR(a6),CHAR(a6) Move local variables;
move.w #61234,SHORT(a6)
move.l #12345678ABCD,INT(a6)
```

```
link a6 Release the storage back to the stack,
```

```
rts before leaving the module.
```

**FIGURE 11.3** Example of position-independent, writable storage.

... call. Only registers that represent persistent data (data that will be needed after
the recursive call) need be saved. Such code is called *serially reusable* code.

Recursive solutions are generally not as efficient as iterative ones. In some
cases, though, eliminating the recursion is difficult, particularly if there is
more than one recursive call. When working in assembly code, the overhead
of recursion can be reduced considerably by identifying and saving only the
persistent data. These factors combine to make recursion attractive for some
assembly code problems.

**Jump Tables**

A typical way to change flow of control when there is more than a two-
way choice is with a jump table. Such tables are quite easy to code using
absolute addressing, but cannot easily be loaded in locations other than
the original location. Relative jump tables, (branch tables) require that the
number stored in the jump table be relative to some point in the code, usually
the base of the jump table itself. Note that the branch table can use 16-bit
entries if all its modules are within 32K of the table, whereas jump tables can
use 16-bit entries only if all the routines are in the first 32K of memory.
Figure 11.4 shows how jump tables and branch tables are constructed.
FIGURE 11.4  Absolute jump and relative branch tables.

Instructions:

DispatcherAbs

- Jump to the routine selected by an index. The jump table must be in the first 32K of memory space.
- Entry: a0 -- Index of routine to jump to.
- Offset: a0, a0 -- Make simple index into a word
- Offset: a0, a0 -- Make simple index into a word
- Fetch the address from the jump table.
- Jump: (a0)
- 10 bytes, 40 clocks.

DispatcherRel

- Branch to the routine selected by an index. The branch table can be anywhere in memory, but must be within 32K of the Dispatcher and all dispatched routines.
- Entry: a3 -- Index of routine to branch to.
- Offset: a0, a0 -- Make simple index into a word
- Offset: a0, a0 -- Make simple index into a word
- Fetch the branch offset from the table.
- Jump: (a0, a0) and jump, summing in the table base.
- 10 bytes, 36 clocks.

FIGURE 11.5  Comparison of absolute and relative jump table dispatchers.

The table dispatcher gets a bit more complicated when coded in a position-independent manner. There are two memory references that must be resolved in a position-independent manner: the address of the jump table entry and the address of the module referenced in that entry. PC-relative indexed addressing is used in each reference, and the ability to use just the lower half of a register as an index saves four clock cycles. Figure 11.5 shows the code for each type of dispatch routine. If you can assume that all of your routines will be in the first 32K of memory space, a 16-bit absolute dispatch routine will be faster although much less flexible.
In Figures 11.4 and 11.5, calling either Dispatcher with 1 in a0 will execute the routine _Hexadecimalize; using 0 will cause the routine SlarityBartfast to be executed.

Jump tables that are built dynamically would, of course, have to be constructed in a stack frame in order to be reentrant capable.

**Mixing Assembly Code With Other Languages**

The lack of structure inherent in assembly code tends to keep us re-inventing wheels. After spending hours getting a tight, efficient assembly code module to work properly, it seems a waste to use it in only one program or application. If you have used the methods outlined for writing reentrant-capable code, you have licked most of the hard part of high-level language (HLL) interface. Although most HLLs do not demand reentrant-capable code, it tends to be easier to interface. I'll use C for illustration; common procedural languages should be similar.

C uses the stack for parameter passing and uses stack frames for local variables, exactly as shown earlier. The order in which parameters are passed on the stack is not specified by the C language in order to allow compiler writers to choose the most efficient way. Needless to say, your 68000 assembly modules will not be portable to other processors, and you should be aware that they may not even be portable to other 68000-based C compilers.

Determining the parameter-passing protocol for your C compiler will require some experimentation on your part. Figure 11.6 is a simple test program that can be used to discover the way your compiler passes parameters. Many compilers have an option that causes the compiler to emit assembly code for inspection. If yours does not, you will have to actually execute the test program using a disassembling debugger. If you don't have a disassembling debugger, you may just have to dump the object code, sit down with the Motorola book and disassemble it by hand.

Figure 11.7 shows the assembly code produced by the Uniflex C compiler. It is obvious that this compiler pushes the parameters on the stack in reverse order. This method turns out to be the most common; it is probably safe to assume that your 68000 C compiler behaves the same if you can't actually check it. If you plan to do this often, you will probably want to build an "include" file that will have symbolic labels for the proper offsets into the stack for the various parameters.

There are other "gotchas" associated with mixing assembler with HLL. Many compilers reserve certain registers for special purposes, and most that allow register variables expect the called module to save and restore any registers it uses. Your favorite assembly routine might well break some programs and not others by not following the compiler's conventions.

**Let's Get Practical**

By now you have enough knowledge to get dangerous, and the examples presented have probably stirred some thought. Let's put together some of the things we've covered to come up with a practical, working program.
/* Parameter Test Program. This program is compiled to assembly code for examination, NOT executed. */

main:
    dummY(1, 0, 0); /* Pass some things to dummy routine. */

FIGURE 11.6 Test to determine parameter-passing protocol.

Listing 11.1 shows a module that converts a 32-bit quantity to eight hexadecimal ASCII characters. This is a "naive" implementation, using straightforward computation to get the job done. First, the arguments are copied from the stack into two registers. Constants for masking the least significant nybble and for the number of nybbles to convert are then loaded into registers. Now everything is ready for the main loop of the module.

A copy of the integer to convert is shifted by a different amount each time through the loop, in order to process the most significant nybble first. Next, the shifted integer is masked for the least significant nybble. On line 12, the decision of whether the nybble is one of 0 through 9 or A through F is made. If the nybble is not expressible as a decimal digit, it has a special constant added to it—namely, the difference between the end of the digit sequence and the beginning of the alpha sequence in the standard ASCII set.

In either case, the magic constant needed to turn a nybble into an ASCII character is summed in at line 1A. The resultant ASCII character is then put into the output string, the number of bits to shift is decremented for the next time through and the loop is repeated—unless the shift count was already 0, in which case the loop is exited and the module returns to whatever module called it.

This version of Hexadecimalize requires 38 bytes and 1552 clock cycles, on the average, to execute. The number of clock cycles will vary depending on how many non-decimal characters are produced. There are 10 instructions consuming an average of 94.25 clock cycles each time through the loop.
An Improved Hexadecimalizer

A problem with the computation based Hexadecimalize is that the output data is not a simple function of the input data. A test and a decision must be made on the input data in order to chose one of two methods of generating the output. This test is in the crucial inner loop. If we can eliminate the test, we should be able to speed things up considerably.

A simple way to make the output data a simple function of the input data is to use a constant lookup table. Listing 11.2 shows such an implementation. Lines 10 through 1A are much the same as in the previous version; arguments are copied into registers, and shift and mask constants are loaded.

Now, instead of shifting the integer to be converted by huge amounts, we simply rotate the most significant nybble into the least significant nybble. Each time through the loop the next less significant nybble is shifted in. Next a copy is made, which is masked for the nybble of interest.

Now our constant table comes into play. Using PC-relative addressing for position independence, we simply index into the table and pick out the proper character. This character is placed in the output buffer and a special looping instruction is used to repeat until our count of nybbles to process is exhausted.

This version of Hexadecimalize is superior for several reasons. Because of the simple algorithm, the number of bytes produced is easily changed. (It is left as an exercise to the reader to make the number of bytes produced a parameter that is passed into the module!) Although slightly larger at 44 bytes, it is nearly twice as fast, executing in 880 clock cycles. The loop contains only six instructions, consuming 52 clocks each time through. This can be stated with certainty, since the number of clock cycles is deterministic, not dependent on the input data.

Recursive Quicksort

Now that we’ve demonstrated position independence, we might as well do something useful to demonstrate some features of reentrant-capable code. One of the more feared assembly code tasks is recursion, which requires careful thought about reentrancy issues. Recursive code is guaranteed to be reentered, albeit in a more controlled fashion than via rude interrupts.

When was the last time you needed to sort something? When was the last time you sorted in some HLL and found it too slow? One of the most efficient general-purpose sorting algorithms, called Quicksort, was invented in 1960 by C. A. R. Hoare. Quicksort is of special interest as an example of the appropriate use of recursion in assembly code; the recursion is not easily removed because it calls itself in two separate places. Because we are using assembly code, we can dispense with some of the overhead associated with recursion in HLLs and come up with an efficient version in spite of the recursion.

Briefly, Quicksort operates under the “divide and conquer” idea. Small sets of data can be sorted much quicker than large data sets, and Quicksort
alternately sorts and divides through the data until it has used each item in the
data set as a comparison key, at which point it returns up through the
recursive calls.

The algorithm uses an arbitrarily chosen partition value for dividing the
array to sort. The array is then scanned from both ends, looking for value
pairs that are “backwards” with respect to the partition value. The out-of-
sequence items are then swapped. The scanning and swapping continues until
the scanning pointers meet. At that point, a recursive call is made to sort the
lower part of the array, followed by a recursive call to sort the upper part.

In Listing 11.3, lines 0 and 4 copy the arguments off the stack into
registers. The first thing that must be done is to see if it is time to quit
recursing! If not for the compare and branch on lines 8 and A, this module
would never return. The partition value is arbitrarily taken as the last item in
the area to be sorted, and pointers to the first and last items to be sorted are
copied into the registers that will be scanning from either end.

The action begins at line 12, which is the top of both the outer loop and
the first of the inner loops. Lines 12 and 14 start from the bottom and
compare each value with the partition value, looking for a value that is
greater than or equal to the partition value. When it is found, line 16 backs
the pointer up so that it will be pointing to the item of interest, not past it.

Similar but opposite action happens at lines 18 and 1A. Starting at the
top, values are compared to the partition value, stopping when one is found
that is less than or equal to the partition value.

Now we have two pointers pointing at values that lie on either side of a
partition value. Before swapping them, we need to check (in lines 1C and 1E)
that our pointers have not already crossed. Assuming that the pointers have
not crossed, we then swap the values pointed to by the scanning pointers in
lines 20 through 24 before repeating the outer loop.

If the pointers had been found to have crossed in the test on line 1C, it
would be time to exit the loop and recurse on the two partitions. Lines 28
through 2C swap the final value in order to provide the recursive call with a
new partition value.

The best part is coming. Assembly code gives the programmer the freedom
to violate the rules imposed by HLLs when efficiency is of paramount
importance. In a HLL implementation of Quicksort (such as the C
implementation in the right margin of Listing 11.3), the recursive call would
save on the stack all the registers that are used in the module. This
time-consuming action is the biggest cause of recursion’s poor reputation for
speed. However, all our local variables are in registers, and we need to save
only those that will be needed after the recursive call. It turns out that only
two pieces of information, \( l + 1 \) and \( r \), need to be saved. Lines 2E and 30 push
these values on the stack in preparation for the second recursive call. Line 34
calculates the value \( l - 1 \) while moving it into the proper register for the first
recursive call.

Since there is no more state to save here, we can pass the parameters for
the first recursive call in registers—something you simply cannot do in most
Random Array
0000189C 000028B6 0000288C 0000285F 0000282E 000027F8 0000275E 0000272C 0000269C 00002668 00002635 000025F2 00002559 0000251E 0000247B 0000243A 0000239E 0000235C 0000231A 00002277 00002234 00002191 00002148 00002105 00002062 0000201F 00001976 00001933 0000188A 00001847 00001804 00001761 00001718 00001675 00001632 00001589 00001546 00001503 00001460 00001417 00001374 00001331 00001288 00001245 00001202 00001159 00001116 00001073 00001029 00000986 00000943 00000899 00000856 00000813 00000769 00000726 00000683 00000639 00000596 00000553 00000510 00000466 00000423 00000379 00000336 00000292 00000249 00000205 00000162 00000119 00000075 00000032 00000089 00000046 00000003

Sorted Array
0000189C 000028B6 0000288C 0000285F 0000282E 000027F8 0000275E 0000272C 0000269C 00002668 00002635 000025F2 00002559 0000251E 0000247B 0000243A 0000239E 0000235C 0000231A 00002277 00002234 00002191 00002148 00002105 00002062 0000201F 00001976 00001933 0000188A 00001847 00001804 00001761 00001718 00001675 00001632 00001589 00001546 00001503 00001460 00001417 00001374 00001331 00001288 00001245 00001202 00001159 00001116 00001073 00001029 00000986 00000943 00000899 00000856 00000813 00000769 00000726 00000683 00000639 00000596 00000553 00000510 00000466 00000423 00000379 00000336 00000292 00000249 00000205 00000162 00000119 00000075 00000032 00000089 00000046 00000003

FIGURE 11.8 Output of test driver program.

HLLs. In order to do this, we use a second entry point at line 8, which slightly violates the rules of modularity but saves four stack accesses (two pushes before the call and two reads after the call). Note that PEA and LEA can be used to sum constants with registers, storing the results in different registers. Upon return from the second recursive call, the arguments are removed from the stack and control returns to the caller in lines 3C and 3E.

One of the problems with assembly code is the lack of tools for testing and debugging. It is no fun single-stepping through a huge assembly code project, peering at hexadecimal values that should be decimal or ASCII. For this reason alone, calling assembly code from C makes debugging much easier. Listing 11.4 is a short test driver that gives a quick check of both the Hexadecimal and the Quicksort modules.

The routine main() sets up an array of random integers to sort and calls dump() to display the results. Getting this much functionality out of assembly code would have taken many times longer to write and debug, and would have detracted from the real problem at hand: getting Hexadecimalize and Quicksort working. Figure 11.8 shows the output produced by the test driver and shows that some hexadecimal values were indeed sorted. Although this test is not exhaustive, it would have taken much longer to get just this far if assembly code were the only tool available.

Summary

Assembly code is not a general-purpose tool. It requires self-discipline in areas that are normally mechanically enforced in HLLs. Local storage management for re-entrance capability, careful thought to addressing modes and table structures for position independence, and careful use of commentary for documenting the types of things that are documented free in HLLs are all things that must be done if assembly code projects are to be successful. But the reward is great—that wonderful feeling you get from knowing that
something you wrote is running just as fast as is possible without changing processors.

References


* Hexadecimalize converts a long word to eight ASCII hexadecimal characters.
* This routine is machine and OS independent. It uses computation to generate
  the hexadecimal string.

- **Entry:** 4(a7) or d0 -- Long word to be converted to hex.
  8(a7) or a0 -- Pointer to buffer where hex characters will go.

- **Exit:** d0 -- unchanged.
  -8(a0) -- points to eight ASCII characters.

- **Uses:**
  - d8 -- nibble mask; constant 0FF.
  - d7 -- nibble counter.
  - d5 -- current nibble to convert is LSN.

```
arg1 R00 4
arg2 R00 8

global Hexadecimalize

move.l arg1,a7
move.l arg2,a7

Hexadecimalize

move.l #74,a7
move.l #00F,n8

hexloop move.l d0,d5
lsl.l d7,d5
and.n d6,d5
cmp.b #10,d5
bcs.e under
add.b #179-'0'+1,d5

under add.b #179-'0',d5
move.b d5,alh
sub.b #1,d7
boc hexloop

rts
```
Listing 11.2

**Hexadecimalize**

* Hexadecimalize converts a long word to eight ASCII hexadecimal characters.
* This routine is machine and OS independent. It uses a simple table look-up
* to generate the hexadecimal string.

Entry: $2(a7) or $d0 -- Long word to be converted to hex.
      $8(a7) or $a0 -- Pointer to buffer where hex characters will go.

Exit: $d0 -- unchanged,
      $8(a0) -- points to eight ASCII characters.

Uses: $d5 -- current nybble to convert in LSN,
      $d8 -- nybble mask: constant 0DF,
      $d7 -- nybble counter.

```
00000004 arg1 EQU 4  
00000008 arg2 EQU 8

.global Hexadecimalize
00000000 3031323334353637 CharTab DC.B '0123456789ABCDEF'

Hexadecimalize
move.l arg1(a7),d0   ; Get the integer to convert to hex,
move.l arg2(a7),a0   ; and the pointer to the storage buffer.

Hexadecimalize
move.l #$7,d7        ; Bytes to make, less 1.
move.l #$0D0F,d6     ; Nybble mask.
HexLoop: move.l #$4,d6 ; Shift the next nybble into the LSN, ----------
          move.w d0,d5 ; make a copy for masking,
          and.w d6,d5 ; mask out all but least significant nybble,
          move.w CharTab,pc,d5,lr(a0)+ ; index into char table and store result.
          beq.w HexLoop ; Repeat until done, and when done, ----------
          rts              ; Hit the road, Jack. -->
```
QuickSort

QuickSort sorts a random array of integers in \( n \log n \) time.

```
mul QuickSort(left, right)
  int *left;  /* Pointer to first element of array to sort. */
  int *right; /* Pointer to last element of array to sort. */

Entry: 4(a7) — pointer to first element in array.
  2(a7) — pointer to last element in array.

Exit: none.

Uses:\n  a0 — int *left;  /* Pointer to first element in the array. */
  a1 — int *right;  /* Pointer to last element in the array. */
  a2 — int *v;     /* The "partition" element. */
  a3 — int *l;     /* Temporary used to exchange elements. */
  a7 — int *d;     /* Scanning pointer, scans up from left. */
  a8 — int *r;     /* Scanning pointer, scans down from right. */
```

```
arg1: EQU 4
arg2: EQU 9

global QuickSort

QuickSort:
  move.l arg1(a7), a0  /* Fetch the low end pointer off the stack. */
  move.l arg2(a7), a1  /* Likewise the high end pointer. */
  move.l a1, a2
  move.l a0, a3
  move.l a2, a7
  move.l a3, a8

QuickSort:
  cmp.l a2, a0  /* Are we finished yet? */
    bne done
  cmp.l a1, a3  /* Yes, begin the recursive return. */
    beq QuickSort
  mov.l 1(a1), a2  /* No, load the partition variable. */
  mov.l 1(a0), a3  /* the left side incrementing pointer. */
  mov.l 1(a3), a1  /* and right side decrementation pointer. */
  mov.b #1, a7  /* while(1) */
  sub.l #1, a8  /* while(v = *a8++) */
    bne loop1
  loop1:
    cmp.l a2, a0  /* Scan left pointer up for an element swap. */
      beq loop1
  loop2:
    cmp.l a3, a7  /* But get rid of the last post-increment. */
    bgt loop2
  mov.l 1(a3), a0  /* Scan right pointer down for swap. */
```
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Listing 11.4

/*
 * Test driver for Quicksort and Bisection assemly code routines.
 */
#include <stdio.h>

#define PER_LINE 8
#define LINES 6
#define ALL (LINES*PER_LINE)

main()
{
    int array[ALL]; /*An array to sort.*/
    int *p, *end; /* which will have no end, */
    /* "p" and a scanning pointer.*/

    end = array + ALL - 1; /*Get a pointer to the last element.*/

    for(p = array; p < end; p++) *p = rand(); /*Initialize randomly.*/
Dump array, and, "Random Array"

Quicksort array, array[AM12-1]

dump array, and, "Sorted Array"

/*\* Dump the contents of an array of integers in hexadecimal, given the beginning
* and end. Print an identifying message at the top.
*/

dump(first, last, msg)

int *first, *last;
char *msg;

int i;
char buf[32];

buf[0] = 0;

printf("%s\n", msg);

while(first < last) {
  for(i = 0; i <= 8; i++) { /* print, eight to a line. */
    Hexadecimalize(first++, buf);
    printf("%s ", buf);
  }
  printf("\n");
  printf("\n");